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Martin-Yale Intimus 120CC5
Cross Cut Paper Shredder
[120CC5]

$1,820.92

 List Price: $2,913.50
 You Save: $1,092.58
 Your Price: $1,820.92

 
Martin-Yale Intimus 120CC5 Cross Cut Paper Shredder

The all NEW Intimus 120CC5 is lightweight and has
all new advanced I-Control, silentec, 2X2, ecologic and
DLS. With the high quality and high performance that
Intimus provides, this unit easily outranks the
competition. Your guarantee of perfect safety and
privacy.

The key to the success of this data shredder lies in the
infeed behavior and the geometry of the cutting
shafts. Both factors are vital for high performance and
for the required shred size. The cutting shafts of the
Intimus PRO data shredders are made of specially
hardened steel. They are wear-free and can handle
paper clips and staples.  CDs, DVDs, floppy disks and
plastic cards are shred with the same precision in a
separate cutting unit. The use of two pairs of cutting
cylinders reduces system load and guarantees long
service life.

 

i-Control

System instantly informs the user of the shredder status: Child safety lockout, oil indicator, bin open,
paper jam, bin full and motor overheat lights.
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Silentec

Innovative sound dampering system that produces whisper quiet operation; spring mounted shredder
block absorb sound waves before you hear them.

 

2 X 2

Cut & Collect System segregates paper waste from CDs, plastic cards and diskettes; environmentally
friendly recycle separation of paper and non-paper waste.

 

EcoLogic

Time-responsive electronics put the shredder into "sleep mode" after it has been idle for sometime,
automatically reducing its power usage to zero.

 

DLS 
Detects the paper volume as it is fed into the cutting unit.  The result of this measurement is
communicated to the user by changing colors; like traffic lights, of a light strip in the paper feed area. 
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